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About This Content

49 unique cars in 12 classes – over 500 combinations.
The most beautiful GT’s. Extreme versions of the already spectacular World Touring Cars. Exclusive road cars from prestigious

brands.
You will find that and much more in GTR Evolution, including the legendary Nürburgring Nordschleife, the fabled 22,8km long

racetrack in Germany.
This is a racedrivers heaven…and a true evolution in virtual racing.

GTR Evolution is a game from SimBin Studios, based on the award winning release RACE 07. The game is available as
expansion pack to RACE 07.

Key Features

The cars
Together with RACE 07, GTR Evolution combines the elements of racing with touring cars, GT cars, formula cars and
sports cars.
The tracks

With GTR Evolution expansion you get the legendary Nürburgring Nordschleife. From the streets of Macau to the
straights of Monza or the Karussell on the Nürburgring Nordschleife; GTR Evolution has it all, closely modelled after
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real-life examples.
GT Championship Frenzy.

26 brand new GT car models in 4 different classes, including a selection of exclusive production cars.
WTCC Extreme Cars.

Evolution concept cars developed together with the car manufacturers of the WTCC. Rear Wheel Drive, over 600hp in
1000kg cars with extended body-kits; these beasts will give GT cars a run for their money
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Title: GTR Evolution Expansion Pack for RACE 07
Genre: Racing
Developer:
SimBin
Publisher:
SimBin
Release Date: 1 Sep, 2008

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Supported OS: Microsoft Windows XP Home/Pro, Windows Vista*

Processor: 2.4 GHz Intel Pentium 4 or 100% compatible

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 3D Accelerator DirectX 9 compatible graphics card with 256MB memory

DirectX Version: DirectX 9

Sound: DirectX 9 compatible

Hard Drive: 3.7 GB free space

Peripherals:  Input Keyboard and Mouse*Limited support

English,French,German,Italian
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Outstanding - top-notch physics and graphics, great selection of cars and tracks (plus many more added by the community), I
prefer it to rFactor but it sadly isn't be used by many NZ racing leagues so I haven't played it lately...9\/10. This game is great,
every bit a real car racing simulator and cheap to buy. I started sim games, not long ago, with Simbin's GTR2 which blew me
away and which I am still playing. I then decided to try the modern games and bought Automobilista and Assetto Corsa. I also
tried RFactor2 demo and Project Cars 2 demo. Autobobilista took the sim racing up a notch while Assetto Corsa went up on
presentation, content and graphics but down on car physics and AI racing quality. So I decided to try another old Simbin product
and got Race 07 with this and other expansion packs and so far they are soo good.

Pro's:
Driving Physics
Cost
Content
Quality of AI, they race hard but clean, they improved what was lacking in GTR2.
You can very quickly set the FFB, steering etc and it works. I spent weeks adjusting settings in Assetto Corsa till I got it
acceptable.
Much smaller file sizes to download.

Con's
I guess it's older and doesn't have the latest cars BUT who cares it's great to play.

If you like sim racing you must get this game.. it's insane, it's a cool simulator of circuit racing...
So if you have a complete wheel joystick, three displays and a surround system, you will fell like being in a real racing car!. Pros
1. Adds more cars to the game
2. Nurburbring and Nordschleife
3. Audi R8
Cons
1. It costs more than the base game (RACE 07).. You must have this, If you are RACE 07 owner who like GT car.
Recommend to be put GT Power Pack (included in RACE Injection) together.. This add-on\/DLC pack contains ~15 cars each
with 5 or 6 skins on average in 3 classes, each with their own championship as well as 3 tracks, all at the Nurburgring in
Germany (The Grand Prix layout (~5km), the Nordschliefe layout a.k.a. The Green Hell(~20km) and the Endurance layout
which uses half of the GP layout and the Nordschliefe layout(~25km)). The cars are very fun to drive but can be difficult at
times, while you will almost definately crash if you attempt one of the longer layouts of the Nurburgring but it improves the
game massively (in my opinion). A small extra little thing is the is a slightly different UI which is almost the same but in black
and red. As with other add-on\/DLC packs this is only accessible by launching the GTR Evo program instead of the Race 07
program(which uses the standard white and blue). If you have a few quid burning in your pocket, I would highly recommend
this Add-on\/DLC Pack. PS - please ignore the short amount of time it appears I have used this DLC\/add-on pack, this is a
glitch which means that only a few seconds in recorded as GTR Evo, which the rest recorded as RACE 07.. see race07 review.
with a wheel to play its a must have for car sim fans. One of the best reasons to get a wheel and dive into the sim racing scene,
or just dig up the old wheel from the attic\/garage\/whatever and have a spin.
The steep learning curve serves the purpose of magnifying the sense of satisfaction and completion when you achieve a killer
lap time or nail the perfect curve through a chicane.

9.5\/10. N\u00fcrburgring + WTCC extreme cars (600cv 1000Kg)
Do you need anything else?
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Amazing version of the Nurburgring and tons of GT cars. Pretty much manditory for Race 07.. Never got to play.. "GTR
Evolution", "Race 07", "GTR2" -- Just purchase the "SimBin Mega Bundle" to get these three core titles and more; on sale up to
80% if you catch it but well worth full price IMHO. I own many Racing\/Driving Sims (Steam & Other) and though dated these
titles are still a must for all interested in pure racing & driving fun with as much challenge as you wish. Graphics are still good,
the physics produce a wonderful and realistic feel, there are plenty of settings to adjust to fine-tune your car to the specific track
you're running, decent AI, and the SP racing is pure enjoyment. The number of quality mods available for free DL is in the
many dozens, tracks and cars, enhancements and liveries, and as others have stated you are likely to spend months trying each
and every one since when you DL a new car you will try it at the dozens of circuits, fine tuning all of the many settings to better
you time.
Then there is MP -- and yes, there are still a few who race these titles. Join one of the several popular free Sim Racing groups
with Web sites that allow you to find others who set up and participate in racing online using these and other titles.
The bottom line is this bundle of SimBin titles is at a price low enough, the games\/sims considered a great starting point by
most, and will provide a tremendous quantity and quality of driving fun while helping you to perfect some of the basic abilities
you will need if you seek to delve further into Sim Racing. I have spent hundreds of hours with 'Race 07'\/'GTR Evolution'
alone (non-Steam versions). Also consider 'rFactor 2' as another core title as it has a tremendous number of mods and users,
fantastic physics, and more great driving fun. These titles work great with the Logitech G27 Steering Wheel \/Pedals\/Shifter
set. -- a wheel & pedals set is a must for the fullest realism, immersion, and thorough enjoyment of all such Sim Racing and
driving titles. [Many different brands of wheels\/pedals are available]
. its good it needs more cars lile the cummins ford and a horn added in and add the nissan skyline an nissan gtr and drag cars. 
BrummmmBrummm.....http:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=vR_hMsQOSUc :D. I believe this pack contains the Extreme
WTCC cars. Quite simply as well as the other stuff, these cars are the ones race 07 should really have been built around. 600
BHP of ripsnorting, tyre rippling, tarmac tearing animals. With the aids turned on it takes the game to a new level of handling,
grip, speed, and competition. Little known gems in the race07 world.

Simply put the Race07 and ALL its add ons - are all low cost on steam - and yet they provide PC gamers with a tour de force for
car racing. The graphics are not bleeding edge. Irrelevant. They provide the base needed to let you drive and the game is terrific.
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